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Safety Cloud storms ahead

Reactec grasps growth opportunity

Now in its eighth year, Safety Cloud,
the popular web-based health and
safety management system from
Southalls has been modernised and
updated, with a cleaner, fresher look
and new features including a safety
observations module, an integrated
assistance feature and employee notes functionality.
Uniquely developed by experienced health and safety professionals, Safety Cloud is customisable to the specific needs of
individual clients and provides complete and instant visibility
of current compliance. The addition of the safety observations
module allows staff to raise any safety concerns or comments
that they have with their manager. Once the comment has been
entered the manager will be alerted, allowing them to oversee
and investigate the issue if needed.

A leading technology
firm is targeting further
growth following agreement on a new funding
package.
Reactec’s groundbreaking technology,
HAVWEAR is the first
wearable device of its
kind in the UK. With the
support of the Reactec analytics reporting software platform,
HAVWEAR provides constant monitoring with automated
reporting to indicate any exposure risk and enable employers
to take preventative action. Reactec’s technology is already in
use by a number of leading companies in the construction sector, including Network Rail, Murphy Group and Balfour Beatty.

www.southalls.com

www.reactec.com

The Tool Advisor launched by HAVi
Hand-arm vibration specialist
HAVi has launched a database
that acts as a complete power tool
catalogue.
Regardless of the size of your
business, if you have choices to
make regarding the types of tools
your employees require on a wide
range of jobs, HAVi’s data will be
invaluable. Users can browse an
ever-growing range of tools and
accessories – anything from drills
to impact drivers – to find accurate details on equipment.
It is easy to check vibration magnitude values and the lowest
vibration tools around, based on HAVi’s raw collated data, data
issued by the manufacturer and user reviews.

www.thetooladvisor.com

RRC goes from strength to strength
RRC’s partnership
w ith Birmingham
based safet y and
environmental
t raining prov ider
British
Safety
Ser vices (BSS)
started in April this
year and is proving hugely successful for both RRC and BSS
customers.
After many years of informal collaboration RRC and
BSS are both now working together under the same roof in
Birmingham. RRC is now sharing BSS’s training and administration facilities and is looking after the day to day running
of BSS’s UK operations.
This autumn will see RRC’s NEBOSH Certificate, Diploma
and IOSH classroom courses move to the BSS training centre
where its team will be able to provide an additional level of
service so much appreciated by its London customers.

www.rrc.co.uk
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Speakers inspire at H&S North
Visitors to this year’s Health and Safety
North 2016 will be able to participate
in two interactive sessions, which have
been designed to inspire positive health
and safety behaviour. The sessions,
which are part of a free-to-attend conference curated by the British Safety
Council, will take place at the Bolton
Arena on 12–13 October.
Harry Gallagher and Shaun Curry
from training providers Macnaughton McGregor (aka 2Macs)
will be hosting a scenario-based workshop in the final session
on day one, and on day two an interactive session by Mark
Davies, managing director at consultancy 7Futures, will draw
on his extensive experience of working with elite performers,
sports personalities and the military to offer practical advice on
resilience building so that delegates can learn how to successfully manage stressful situations.

www.healthandsafetyevents.co.uk

Keep your cool with JSP’s bump cap
The HardCap AeroLite from
JSP is the lightest, best performing, full shell Bump Cap
on the market weighing less
than 135g. It is designed to be
worn where there is a risk of
impact to the front, top and
also scrapes to the side of the
head from stationary objects.
The AeroLite has been
created to be extremely
lightweight and comfortable,
which is of great importance for individuals who need to wear
bump cap protection for long periods of time in today’s busy,
stressful environments. The sleek textile cover has large open
weaved panels to facilitate the transfer of cool air to the head
reducing heat build-up and discomfort.
The cap is adjustable to fit head sizes from 53cm to 63cm and
available in black or blue, with either a 50mm or 25mm peak.

www.jsp.co.uk
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